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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
Here we are nearly halfway through yet another year of MG fun and activity, and
while we can get all excited about the big national meets sometimes one can get just
a s much satisfaction and enjoyment out of the simple little things you can d o in an
MG. Recently I myself had a couple of examples of this sometimes, hard to express,
feeling. Travelingto Phoenix for their excellent British Car Festival in the MGB on I10
and climbing eastward out of Indio in t h e California Desert conservation area one
faces a long hard slog of some 25 miles t o Chiriaco Summit, and an altitude
adjustment of nearly 5,000 feet! All the "lead sleds" with their air conditioning going
full blast, were feeling and showing thestrain, but our little MGB in overdrive top just
romped up the mountain in just over 25 minutes! Top down, beautiful sunshine,
what a feeling of pure octagonal satisfaction!
The following day, accompanied by our Western Regional Coordinator, John
Nyhus, we ventured 'off-road' with a pair of MGBs among the giant saguaro cactus
that stand proud sentinels of the desert, some nearly 500 years old. The sand was
firm and flat, the silence almost deafening a s we stopped t o take pictures, without
disturbing t h e sleepy rattlesnakes awakening from their winter hibernation! Only a
high flying jet, seemed to break the spell and I thought about the men of Abingdon
I knew, who built this super little car. Did they ever think as they pushed the cars
down t h e line that twenty years later a couple of their products would be giving s o
much pleasure some seven thousand miles from their birthplace? I don't think so!
The point of all this is to encourage you t o get out and enjoy the World of MG
from inside t h e car!! Do it locally, or d o it Nationally but DO ITin an MG! And while
I'm waxing eloquent have you noticed how the barriers between the various MG
types are breakingdown? It wasn't all that long ago that at some meetings, MGs other
than the type featured were asked t o park 'round the back! Now we see an ever
increasing type of meet where ALL MGs a r e welcomed. For instance Dick Bremer,
organizer of the GOF Central in Ann Arbor in July, stresses that all MGs are welcome
even though the meeting is primarily for p r e 5 5 MGs, they'll even have classes for
modern octagonal machinery if enough come! One day ...one day...there will be a
giant multiclub MG meeting for ALL MGs from across this great country, and we'll
show the Brits just where 8 out of 10 MGs are!!!
continued on Dape 54
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MGB: Caroline Robinson, 614 Eastern Avenue S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49503, (616) 245-2141
MIDGET: Bruce Wyckoff, 3130 Marcia Lane, Hamilton, MI 49419, (616) 751-7200
1967 MGBGT Special: Gregg Puwis, 2285 Pavillion Walk, Holland, MI 49424, (616) 3994645.
1974'12 MGBs: Steve Harding, 191SD Darby Road, Havertown, PA 19803,(215) 4462073
MGB V8s: Curt Downing, 1355 Notch Road, Cheshire, CT 06410, (203) 888-1448
MGB LEs: Position Open
MG1100/1300s:Thomas K. Gaylord, 3180 Verdun Drive, N.W., Atlanta, CA 30305, (404) 261-5083
The North American MGB Register is affiliated to the MG Car Club of England. The MG Car Club
was founded in 1930and is the original factory supported, and approved organization for all MGs,
with the Club Headquarters situated in Abingdonan-Thames close by the birthplace of all MGs.
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FROM YOUR SECRETARY
Jerome Rosenberger
I've just returned from the spring Executive Committee Meeting, and the
weather turned nice enough to enjoy a little top down driving on the way home from
Chicago. It is going to be an exciting summer and our meeting mostly concerned
budget planning and ideas on how we could improve membership recruitment.
One specific recruitment plan directly affects you as a member of the Register.
You will find a special colored membership application in the envelope containing
this issue of the "MCB Driver". Just fill in your name on the 'Where did you learn of
the 'B Register'? line, then go out and sign up a new member! When your recruit joins,
these special applications will be entered in a monthly drawing, and if your
application form is chosen, you will receive a super prize donated by one of our
advertisers! So "Go Getta Memba" today!
Plans for MG '93 at St. Louis were also discussed and everything seems well in
hand. We're all looking forward to meeting Ken Costello, the guy who showed the
factory how to do the V8, and even today does V8 conversions better than anyone
else. Ken will be available to answer questions as well as doing a tech session on a
car he is bringing over from England,just for the Convention occasion! Even if you're
not interested in cramming four more cylinders in your MGB, you are sure to be
intrigued by Ken Costello.
On a different subject, 1 am still working on the Membership /Service Recommendations list and hope to haveit ready in time to be mailed with this "Driver",but
it's going to be close! I assure you I am hard at work on it and we will get it out sooner
or later, as I know many of you are looking forward to receiving it!
That then is most of the latest news from "Octagon Farm". 'B sure to give me a
call if there is anything you think the Register can help you with.
Jerome
and now a word from our Regalia Coordinator ...
Finally 1have good news and bad news in
regard to the Register grille badges! The good
news is that after a wait of almost ayear in some
cases, the badges are in stock and available for
sale!
The bad news is that after a year, the
manufacturing cost was slightly higher than
expected, and regretfully we have had to raise
the price to $30. Those of you however who had
faith and ordered the badges in advance will
still receive your badge at the original price.
These are really nice and unique badges
and I'm sure you will agree that they were well
worth the wait. Display them with pride! We hope to enclose an updated regalia
order form with this "MGB Driver" should you wish to order agrille badge while they
are in stock.
Happy MGing!
Edna

2nd Annual Convention of the
North American MGB Register

June 24-27,1993
Meet the originator of the MCB V-8
KEN COSTELLO
and see the COSTELLO V-8 MGB
Come to St. Louis for four da s of MG
fun and enthusiasm.
Touring Rallyes Shopping Car Show
Tech Sessions Disco Party
Photo Contest Awards Banquet
MC Model Contest Barbeque Picnic
Disguise Your Car Contest T-shirts
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Hosted by the MC Club of St. Louis and
the North American MGB Register
For More Information Contact
the MG Club of St. Louis on their
24-Hour Club Line (314)428-1120.
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CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
John H. Twist
Dear Fellow Enthusiast,
Caroline and I have just returned from our spring quarterly executive meeting,
totally, completely, and thoroughly enthusiastic about the North American MGB
Register and our prospects for growth this summer!
At the meeting, hosted by Rock and Carol Yarrington we discussed Membership,
Program and Finance for the coming season. We have several membership campaigns for this summer and the first involves YOU!We encourage every member to
sign up a new member, forms accompany this newsletter. We also intend to ask our
valued advertisers to distribute our membership applications and we will make
direct mail solicitation to potential members. In addition we will positively encourage our affiliated chapters to sign up their members to the Register.
The success of the MGB Register depends, in part, on a large, strong, and
cohesive membership. So spread the word! Sign up new NAMGBR members!!
Our program for this season is extensive and varied. Your Secretary is in the
final stages of assembling the Membership and Service Recommendations List and
this should accompany the next issue of the "Driver".Also a Regional Event
scheduled in Georgia is to be hosted by the Peachtree MG Registry.
We are all looking forward to our second National Convention-MG '93 in St.
Louis, Missouri. The hotel is filling fast so make your reservations NOW!
And looking even further ahead, planning and organization for MG '94 in
Washington D.C. is well underway. We hope to be on the West Coast for MG '95 and
then back in the Midwest for MC '96"B" there!
The "MGBDriver" continues to be a brilliant publication due to the efforts of
Marcham Rhoade and his staff, and is well received Internationally-but, we do
encourage you and your club to send in notes and stories for publication.
We plan to have an exciting Annual General Meeting (AGM) in Chicago on
October 23rd. All day meetings and programmes will be topped off by an evening
awards banquet. We will reaffirm all the Chapters, all the Registrars and Coordinator
positions, and have elections for Chairman and Treasurer. More about this fall
meeting later!
The Register's financial position is healthy, and our accounts are open to
anyone who cares to examine them. Meanwhile we appeal for volunteers to take on
the positions of Service Coordinator and also for the LE Registrar. I would also
remind you that I will be stepping down a s Chairman at the AGM.
Finally although MG, to the vast majority of enthusiasts, stands for Morris
Garages, other names have been bandied about including "My God" and "Money
Gone", however Bob Connell of Indianapolis has added another, based on the
graying crowns of some of our members ..."Mostly Geezers"!
"Safety Fast!"
John
(I am reminded o f a person who was rather tired of people asking what MCB stood
for...in desperation the reply became "Mine Gets Bigger"!!-Ed)

J The Largest, Most Extensive
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Inventory in the World!
We stock obscure as well a s common items. Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares insures the complete
and correct restoration of your classic MG sports car.

J No Risk Shopping!
We want you to be happy with the components you get
from us! We have the best returns policy in the
business and always go the extra
mile to keep you satisfied.

J Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!
Our longer hours make it more convenient for you to
shop for the parts you need, especially evenings
and weekends! Phone us Monday through Friday
from 6 am to 7 pm Pacific Time and
7 am to 4 pm Saturday and Sunday.
J Faster Service!
We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by 2 pm,
your local time, for same day shipping.
J Free Illustrated Catalogs!
Our famous, comprehensive catalogs help you
find the parts you need quickly and easily. Just
specify the edition you need: MGB or Midget.
J

Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!
Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
hundreds of specially priced sale items, new
product releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.
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Quality Parts, First Class Service!
Give u s a call, we know that you'll be pleased!
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MOSS MOTORS, LTD.
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P.O. Box 847 7200 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 931 16
805-968-1041

800-235-6954

World's Leading Supplier
Of British Car Parts!

MG NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
TIP TOP NEWS
A bit late in the day for winter, but we have news for those of you who own
"Snugtop" hardtops for your MGB. We learn from Moss Motors that they now stock
several items for refurbishing such tops, they are:
456077 Side Fasteners (Angle Brackets) set of 4 pieces
456-067 Weather Stripping (goes all around top)
456-057 Bottom Seal
456087 Windscreen Fasteners (Camloc over center clips)

PRICED T O SELL?
A recent issue of The English Car Market Letter & Buyers Guide states:
"Each quarter the MGs seem t o come up winners. They represent good value for the
money, they are interesting to look at, and they are nearly the easiest car around to
restore. The MGBs are ubiquitous and seem t o go u p in price every month. The
chrome-bumper cars should be bought under $5000, if possible, in #2 condition or
better. Triumphs are not the constant winners that MGs are!" OK, you ready for this?

Model
MGB Roadster
MGB Roadster
MGB Roadster
MGB GT
MGB GT
MGB GT V8

Years Produced Price Range
1962-1967
1968-1974
1975-1980
1965-1967
1968-1974
1973-1976

% Change from
July 92
Oct 92

$5500-8000
$5000-7500
$3000-5000
$3500-6000
$3000-5000
$9000-10000

+4
+9
+7
+12
n/c
n/c

MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget

+8
+32
+14
+27
+7

-5

There, doesn't that make you feel a lot better this morning?

NEW M G CATALOG
We have received the latest issue of the MG catalog from English Motoring
Accessories of Kansas. For your free copy covering the MGA/MGB and Midget, call
them on 1-800-321-1868ask for Volume 5MG, and please mention the North American MGB Register when calling.
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We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The R~ad."~.

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week

-

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

Toll Free All USA & Canada

We have received details of ascheme for insuring your classic MG from Hagerty
Classic Automobile Insurance. For details contact Sam Conklin, 1656 W. Whitton
Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85015, or call (602)265-8282. Sam owns classic British cars
himself-unfortunately they are Triumphs!

800-255-0088

EXCLUSIVE STOP PRESS NEWS!
We a r e delighted t o announce that Ken Costello our featured guest at "MG '93"
is opening the MG CENTRE LTD. in St. Louis later this year.
In association with Robin Weatherall and Jack Jenkins, long time MGB enthusiasts, the centre will specialize in. both restoration and maintenance including
conversion of MGBs, to both fuel injected V8 versions o r a factoryV8 replicas, both
of which will be federally approved. We wish Ken every success in this exciting new
venture!

''

Worldwide Orders
Worldwide Fax

913-599-3299
913-541-8500

British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD.
P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

ABINCDON'S SUPERCAR TWENTY YEARS ONTHE MCB CT V8
JonathanWood and Lionel Burrell
The next attempt after the MGC to produce a larger engined version of the MGB
began with a phone call in 1971 to Roy Brocklehurst who was by then MG's Chief
Engineer. At the other end of the line was British Leyland's technical director Harry
Webster. "He wanted to know what I knew about Ken Costello," recalls Roy. "I told
Harry that I had seen aV8as Ken Costello used tocome to Abingdon to buy bits from
Special Tuning." Roy felt that the conversion was quite a desirable piece of
merchandise but not terribly adequately engineered. Harry Webster told Roy that
Ken Costello wanted to buy his engines direct from Leyland and also wanted
warranty on them once they were fitted in the MGB shell.
Then Harry said to Roy, "If you were going to recommend changes that Costello
should make, you would have to produce a car! How long would it take you to do it?"
Roy told him 28 days, and on the 28th he drove a converted white GT to Longbridge
for British Leyland finance director, John Barber, to borrow for the weekend! "We
had magnificent cooperation from Rover when it came to produce that first car,"
remembers Brocklehurst, but in view of the speed at which the conversion was
undertaken, this experimental V8 had a bulge in its bonnet to clear the engine's
intrusive carburetors.
John Barber obviously liked the car because Brocklehurst received instructions to go ahead with a proper conversion. The work was undertaken under Roy's
direction by Barry Jackson, son of Reg Jackson who had been with MG since its
Oxford days. The intention was to produce the V8 in GT form only, this was
according to Brocklehurst because 'inherently the GT had greater torsional stiffness than he roadster'. The conversion also appealed because it was relatively
cheap to undertake, for there was none of the drastic surgery that had been
necessary to create the MGC. However inevitably, there were some changes that
had to be~madeto the 'B's engine bay, the inner wings were mildly reshaped to cope
with the wider unit, as were the chassis members that supported the engine. The
bulkhead was also slightly altered to clear the end of the valve covers. A new
radiator capable of holding 16 pints of water rather than 9.5 pints was introduced
although for space reasons the engine's five-blade fan was dispensed with and twin
electric fans were mounted ahead of the core. These underbonnet modifications
were simultaneously effected in the MGB.
There was a limited number of changes made to the engine which was the low
compression 8.25:l Range Rover unit rather than the 10.5:l unit used in the Rover
3500 and was chosen because the days of premium fuel were numbered and lower
compression units were the order of the day. When used in the Range Rover the
engine's oil filter unit projected forwards and downwards but this would have fouled
the MGB's anti-roll bar so the filter mounting was removed and a new casting made.
Consequently the filter was repositioned on the right hand inner wheel arch, and
connected in series with the oil cooler. The exhaust manifolds were also redesigned
with shorter manifolding which drew them in closer to the body of the engine, while
the twin exhausts merged into one in the region of the car's bellhousing.
Then there was the problem of those projecting carburetors (the Range Rover
V8 had usedZenithStrombergCDunits, but SUs were fitted when used in the MGV8).
The bonnet bulge the SUs necessitated had marred the appearance of the original
Costello MGB, and also Abingdon's first effort. So Alex Hounslow, another MG

factoryveteran came up with a neat solution. Using the original Rover inlet manifold
as his primary chamber he then created a second one which repositioned the twin
SU HIF6 carburetors at the rear of the engine where there was rather more underbonnet space. These units breathed through a common air box, sandwiched
between the carbs and the heater unit, which was in turn fed with twin air filters
mounted on top of the valve covers. The individual intakes were positioned directly
above the exhaust manifolds, incorporating bimetallic shut-off valve flaps to take
advantage of preheated air. Despite this ingenious compromise it was still necessary to give the V8's bonnet slightly more curvature, a modification that was also
shared with the MGB.
The modified.engine was given a new bellhousing that permitted the fitting of
a 91/2" rather than 8" diameter clutch. The gearbox internals were largely MGC and
overdrive was standardized. This operated on initial production V8s on third and
top, though soon after production commenced top gear only was served. Suspension modifications were limited touprated front springs, whileat the rear, three stiff
halfelliptics replaced the six leaves used on the MGB. In view of the greater
performance forthcoming from the 3.5 liter V8, the front disc brakes were thickened
up from .35 to .5 inches and a vacuum brake booster, still optional on the standard
MGB, was standardized. The V8 also required its own rack and pinion steering
system.
The only real distinctive external feature, apart from the rather discreet V8
badges on the front grille, left side fender and the tailgate, were the four stud alloy/
Continued on page 12
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The classic lines o fAbingdon 's supercar.

Abingdon's Supercar - continued from page 11
steel wheels with the tire size raised from 165114 to 175114. Contrary to popular
belief these wheels were not made specially for the V8, Dunlop was already in the
process of offering them a s an aftermarket fitment on theMGB and MG had first used
them on their one-off SSVl Special Safety Vehicle in 1972.
Internally the V8 was almost identical to the MGB with the exception of a 140
MPH speedometer and 6,000 RPM rev counter with an amber warning band set at
5,250 RPM. The combined oil pressurefwater temperature gauge was also new, the
V8 running at the unusually low pressure of 35 to 40 psi. Incredibly, the aluminum
V8 was 40 pounds lighter than the MGB's cast iron four banger, but this advantage
was offset by the weight of the ancillaries and the larger radiator. Thus the V8
weighed in at 2,427 Ibs. compared with the 'B's 2,260 Ibs. Top speed was modestly
claimed at around 125 MPH making the GT V8 the fastest production MG ever built
at Abingdon, with the engine developing 137 BHP (DIN) at 5,000 RPM.
The first production V8 was completed on December 12th, 1972 and work on a
further 12 was started by the end of January 1973. Of these twelve, seven, with
chassis #s 101, 102, 104, 105, 108/9/10 were left hand drive examples. They were
fitted with special detoxed engines, there were nine power units in all, and the cars
were shipped to the United States on an evaluation program because there were
thoughts of selling theV8 in America. Unfortunately the idea was stillborn due t o the
amount of work that would have been necessary t o modify a relatively small number
of cars to the ever stringent federal emission requirements, which would have been
difficult to justify. So the seven GTs were returned to Abingdon and sold off from
there.
By the end of 1973, the first year of production,l,031 MGB GT V8s had been
produced, the peakmonth being October when 176 cars left Abingdon. January 1974
saw 142 V8s being produced and through to May the sales held up remarkably well.

Now resident in Switzerland-One of the rare left hand drioe factory V8s.
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Rubber burnpered V8.
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However from the June output of 94, V8s were slower off the line with 29 in July, 58
in August and only 18 in September. However it should be remembered that at this
time the MGB was undergoing major changes with the introduction of the rubber
bumper models, s o no doubt the MG Plant was absorbed with this all important
major modification. Total production for the year amounted to 882 V8s. The
following year 1975 saw rather worse figures with monthly production never
exceeding 93, that peak being attained in April. During October and November only
one car was manufactured in each month! Only 188 V8s were made in 1976 the last
coming off the line in September. This made a total production of 2,591 during the
three year production run.
So why did thisversion of the MGB not sell in larger numbers? One factor seems
to have been a shortage of engines. "We just couldn't get enough of them, the most
we ever managed was 48 in one week," recalls Don Hayter, who was Chief Engineer
at Abingdon during the V8's production. Another consideration was the timing of
the V8's initial announcement, the ArabIIsraeli conflict broke out towards the end
of 1973 and gas prices shot up in its wake. Hardly a healthy environment for selling
an aging, relatively pricey, 2+2V8 engined sports car, however economical it might
have been. If the model had been marketed some two or three years earlier it might
have been a different story.
(Jonathan Wood and Lionel Burrell are the authors o f "MGB-The Illustrated History"
a superb reference book!-Ed)

MR. V8

Martin Buckley, "Classic & Sportscar"
In 1970Ken Costello put aRover V8engine into an MGB and embarrassed British
Leyland into producing their own version. Martin Buckley of "Classic & Sportscar"
magazine talks to the man himself and compares a Costello V8 with a factoryV8, on
the road ...
Why did it take Leyland so long to fit the Rover V8 into the MGB? From the
moment the unholy alliance of BMC and Leyland was formed in 1968,bringing Rover
under the corporate umbrella, it had to be the most obvious shoe-horn job in the
world. There right under Abingdon's nose, was a light, compact and powerful V8 3.5
liter unit, that was just begging to be slotted under the bonnet of the anaemic, overengineered MGB. Instead they were forced to struggle on for two disheartening
years with the gutless 'C and it was left to an enterprising ex-Mini racer called Ken
Costello to market his 'homegrown' MCB V8 in 1970.
In those days Leyland couldn't tell their left from their right hand and when the
go-ahead for a factory V8 was finally given it came years too late. No one was
interested in a 120MPH sportscar with a fuel crisis 'round the corner, and in any case
the 'B was by then, too decrepit to take proper advantage of its new found V8
vigour-the rest of the car just wasn't up to it. It was expensive too, especially when
for only 5500 more you could buy the extra space and much greater refinement of
BL's own Triumph Stag. It was priced out of contention and within three years the
MGB GT V8, potentially the best car Abingdon had ever made, was dead!
Now in his early sixties but still full of energy and enthusiasm, Ken Costello was
best known for his Mini Cooper racing exploits before he got into the V8 transplant
business in 1970. "We used to fly in those cars," he says with a gleam in his eye,
"although ours were not as highly modified as some. They were great times ...saloon
car racing isn't as exciting these days ..."The Costello racing program lasted 12years
and Ken won the Redex Saloon car Championship in 1967 in his Cooper 1275s. Ken
also ran a F3 car and you can spot him in John Frankenheimer's 1967film "CrandPrir"
where he and numerous other real racing drivers like Graham Hill, acted in bit parts
alongside the stars James Garner and Yves Montand.
Ken first came into contact with the ex-BuickRover V8 enginein 1969,two years
after its first use in the big Rover P5B saloon. "I happened to walk into Piper's garage
one day and saw this engine on the floor. I was virtually able to pick it up and thought
that if this will fit, it's just what the MGB needs." Fit it did, with modifications to the
bulkhead where it was fouled by the cylinder heads, and to the engine bay sidewalls
to give clearance for the new tubular exhaust manifolds, which Costello originally
cut, but later farmed out to Mike "The Pipe" Randall. To get the steering column to
fit, an extra welded steering column Hooke-joint was used. There was a fabricated
bellhousing adaptor to allow the unit to be mated to the standard MGB gearbox, and
in order to retain the existing Bseries flywheel Costello put together another
adaptor to hitch it up to the Rover crankshaft. "We didn't do too much to the
chassis," says Ken, "we just fitted DS11 pads to counteract any fade theremight have
been. Leyland stiffened up the back end on their version which wasn't necessary, it
just made the car choppy on corners."
The first car to be converted was a 'B roadster and Ken dismissed Leyland's
suggestion that the open car wasn't rigid enough to handle the torque of the V8. On
the second car built, a GT, Ken fitted an MGC radiator at first with the standard 'C
continued on page 16
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Mr. V 8 - continued from page 14
fan, but later replaced it with an electric installation to solve a problem with
overheating. There was an MGC back axle too, giving a long-legged 37.9 MPH per
1,000 RPM in overdrive top.
Costello was always aware that the 'B box was operating near its limit and the
point was brought homewhen afew customers brought their cars backwith chewed
up third gears, the result of changing down from overdrive to direct third under full
throttle! Alesson was learned and from then on Ken blanked off overdrive on third.
It was largely redundant in any case, s o torquey was the big, new engine: 200 Ibs/
ft of torque belted out at only 2750 RPM, and a gross rating of 175 BHP lifted the 'B's
performance onto an altogether higher plane with 0-60 MPH coming up in 7.8
seconds, and 100MPH coming up in 22 seconds! "Autocar"managed 128MPH all-out
in their 1972 road test.
At first you could identify a Costello apart from a standard 'B by its cast, matteblack "egg-box" grille (made specially for Costello by a firm in Birmingham), the
special badge on the rear panel, and a macho power bulge on the bonnet to contain
the tall SU carburation fitted to early cars. Later, when Costello came up with a new
inlet manifold to allow the use of a side-draft Weber, it allowed customers to retain
their original MGB steel bonnets although many buyers wanted to keep their power
bulges as a way of telling their investment apart from stock MGBs! Once the
development of the first two cars was finished the rest was easy, as Ken relates, "We
could do a conversion in five days, either on a new car or on one that a customer
supplied. We tried to get Leyland to sell us MGBs without engines, but they didn't
want to know. We ended up with a stack of B-series engines nobody wanted!"
There was a great deal of press interest in the car and after "Motoring News"
published aglowingreport, the orders came floodingin. It wasn't long before a letter
dropped on Ken's doormat from Leyland's Director of Engineering, asking to
borrow a Costello V8 for appraisal. "They were selling s o well I didn't have a car to
spare", laughs Ken, "but I wrote back and said that the next time 1 was in Birmingham, I would drop one in at Longbridge." When Ken eventually did turn up at
Longbridge (unannounced!) he caused quite a stir. "Within two minutes Harry
Webster and GeorgeTurnbull wereout to lookat it. They took it 'round the test track
and were very impressed. After lunch they asked me how they could help, I replied
that all I was interested in was keeping a supply of MGC crown wheels."
A few weeks later Ken was summoned to see Lord Stokes at the Leyland's
Berkeley Square H.Q. in London. "He drove the MGB and then asked me what I would
do if Leyland started building their own. I told them it would take two years to bring
it into production, and in the meantime I would continue to just keep producing my
version. Shortly after that Leyland sent me a car and a new V8 engine to convert for
them. I did, and they sent it back to Abingdon s o they could check out what I had
done. They wrote back with one or two "nit-picking" points, the main one being that
they didn't like the welded joint in the steering. I wrote back and told them that it
was a far better joint than they did on the Mini steering. I never got a reply to that!"
At this point Leyland took the decision to make their own MG V8 and the word
went 'round to all the dealers that no new V8 engine could be sold without getting
one in exchange, which effectively cut off Ken's supply. "But what 1 could get were
all the parts and there were hundreds of the original Buick engines in Belgium, s o
I sent a truckover there to buy as many as I could find. All wewere interested in were
the blocks; we stripped them completely, dipped them in the acid bath, bored them
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and rebuilt them with Rover parts. Being diecast rather than sandcast, the Buick
block was lighter than the Rover block, which was one benefit."
These tactics kept Ken going for two years until Leyland finally got their own V8
together, in August 1973. Outwardly the factory V8 looked very little different from
the standard BGT which was probably BL's first mistake. The only telltale signs were
the Dunlop alloy wheels, with the cast alloy center and steel rim, similar in style to
the Reliant Scimitar fittings of the period and the V8 wore 174114 tires. There were
discreet V8 badges on the front grille and the tailgate, plus one V8 badge, only on the
left side fender!
The engine had most in common with the Range Rover installation, using the
same low compression 8.251 pistons to give a power output of 137 BHP at 5,000
RPM, well down on the saloon car units Costello used. Torque was affected little at
193lbslft at 2,900 RPM, a massive 75%increase over the standard 1800ccMGB. It was
a neat installation too, with its own black crackle finished MG cam covers, and the
twin SU carbs mounted at the rear of the engine on special manifolds, with the inlet
tracts facing towards the backof the engine. Theexhaust manifolds were redesigned
with two branches merging into the region of the bellhousing. There was a new AC
Delco dynamo, an oil filter mounted in series with the oil cooler for easier access,
and a new, bigger radiator with two electric fans.
The gearbox was strengthened slightly with its intermediate ratios closed up.
Abingdon took a leaf out of Costello's book and only had overdrive working on top
gear. The gearbox casing was redesigned with a bigger 9112" clutch and the added
refinement of a ball race withdrawal instead of a carbon brush. Like the Costello, the
factoryV8 ran an MGC 3.07 back axle allowing 28.5 MPH per 1,000RPM in overdrive
top. The V8 rode an inch higher all 'round, with beefed-up front springs to take care
of the slightly increased weight (with accessories, theV8 was slightly heavier than
the B-series). At the back any worries about axle tramp were put to rest by the
introduction of three main leaf springs to replace the single main leaf, and the five
auxiliary leaves set-up of the four cylinder version. Relative to the front wheels, the
steeringrackwas mounted further forward on theV8 and the prirnaryshaft from the
rack to the universal joint was lengthened, making the column shorter. Thicker
Lockheed front discs were used to stop the V8, with servo as standard.
Leyland pitched the price of the factory V8 at f2,352, which put Costello's
conversion out of the running. His version added nearly f 1,000 to the cost of a
standard 'Band he just couldn't compete against a fully factory-guaranteed offering,
even if it was only available as a GT. Ken didn't keep complete records but reckons
that he converted well over 200 MGBs before he downed tools in 1973.
The Abingdon V8 received a cool reception from the motoring press, who loved
the V8's performance but had little time for its lack of refinement, and generally
dated feel. 'Xutocar" in their August 1973 road test commented thus, "Such shortcomings as excessive wind noise, a harsh ride and heavy steering may be forgiven
in an out-and-out sportscar, but they have no place in a GT car costing over f2,000.
More unfortunate still is the fact that such short-comings are accentuated by the
superb smoothness and relative quietness of the Rover V8 engine, which it must be
admitted, goes most of the way to making up for the less likable facets of the car."
Strong words for 2utocar" back then!
continued on page 54
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Mark J.McCourt
He stabbed at the accelerator as he pushed in the clutch, and was pleased with
the crisp 'snick' that the gearshift lever made a s it slid home. He listened to the engine
sing its mechanical melody as it rewed and was impressed by the acceleration that
pinned his back fast to his seat. His senseswere assaulted by the briskonrushingwind
and the sonorous exhaust note. As he absorbed the sights and sounds around him he
marveled at the experience of driving this little roadster. He felt a s if he were one with
nature, the 'B, and the asphalt beneath him.
The fall foliage was at its peakthis time of the year, henoticed. Autumn was always
his favorite season. He smiled as he fondly recalled rolling in piles of leaves his dad had
spent hours gathering and at memories of grinning, glowing jack'o'lanterns. These
were signs that a certain fun night was fast approaching. Above him sunlight
illuminated the leaves on the trees from behind, giving off radiant shades of red, gold,
and brown. Somehow everything seemed to come alive, with the rolling hills covered
in multicolored foliage likean heirloom patchwork quilt. He laughed mischievously a s
he deliberately blasted through a leaf-covered section of roadway, sending the
featherweight projectiles into orbit and leaving a wake of spinning vortices.
Therewas aconnection, both physical and mental, between him and his roadster.
The roadster reacted instinctively to his inputs, they worked together a s a team.
Everything about the car fitted him, the seats hugged him tight through fast turns, the
steering wheel had indents right where he liked to rest his hands, and the wooden
knobbed shift lever was just the right height to knock off a quick upshift without
moving his arm from the armrest. The roadster suited his personality. It was smart,
well made, had a casual air about it, and had a strong heart. He felt the same way about
himself. This was maybe why he experienced such an affinity towards this little
machine.
As he pulled up behind some slow moving cars, he muttered to himself. He hated
traffic of any sort. He enjoyed winding the roadster in and out and giving himself and
his little white steed a good workout. Over the previous winter, he had gotten his
roadster a new set of tires, well, they were more like high-performance track sneakers.
With the new shoes, the roadster could corner as if it were on invisible rails and hold
the road like Krazy Glue. As the traffic turned onto the main road, he smiled gratefully
and noticed an Scurve coming up ahead. As he neared it, he heel-and-toe downshifted
and watched a s the tachometer needle soared. He braked gently, set up for the turn,
and sliced a couple of perfect arcs. He was amazed again at how well the roadster
handled. He accelerated onto the straightaway and upshifted, enjoying the burbling
exhaust note, which was the roadster's way of expressing its approval.
What is it that makes such a strong bond between a man and his machine? Is it
the feeling of power, or the excitement he gets from driving it? Whatever the reason
might be, the freedom that he felt when he drove the roadster, and the oneness he
experienced with theworld around him, had a profound impact on the way he viewed
life.
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I WISH I HAD IT NOW...

LElTERS TO THE REGISTER

A Personal Lament by the Editor

IN HIS OWN WRITE

Ah ...the MaGnificent V8!! ...I owned and adored one of these road rockets for
over 12 years. Built in 1974, Damask Red, car #1214, it was the pride of my MG stable.
We traveled t o over fourteen countries together, covering over 100,000miles on the
autobahn in Germany, the Autostrada through Italy, the French Route d e Soleil, and
the English motorways, and I delighted in every fast moving mile. The V8 and I also
went quite quickly 'round many famous circuits-Silverstone, Donington and
Brands Hatch in England, Hockenheim in Germany, Spa in Belgium and a never t o be
forgotten trip 'round the incomparable Nurburgring, heeling through the Karussel
with the citizens of the Fatherland waiting for me t o fall off!
I recall one occasion in Europe trying t o catch a colleague (also with a V8) who
I thought was ahead of me, and covering 180 miles in just under two hours t o the
Hovercraft terminal at Dunkirk only t o find I had t o wait for him a s h e was behind me
all the time! The carwent like an F4 Phantom with reheat and 1expressed this opinion
once to a stranger standing beside me a t a car show. "Really?" h e remarked, "it feels
a s quick a s that, does it?" I replied yes, and then h e told me h e was in fact a Phantom
F4 pilot stationed in England! Theupshot of all that was I met him again some months
later a t the big MG event at Nottingham and guess what? He'd bought himself a V8
and h e confirmed the statement I had made t o him on an earlier occasion!
How I loved that car! It had characteristics unlike any other MG I'd ever had, not
just in the speed department but in handling and sheer tractability. 1 used t o love
Americans t o come and visit with us in England. They all wanted t o drive t h e V8 and
I let them, but first I would askthem t o fireup thelow down growlingV8 engine. Then
I asked them t o put the car in top gear and drive off! Some said it couIdn't be done,
but it could, and the beast would slowly move off with no clutch judder, and then
start accelerating all the way u p t o whatever speed was o r was not legal for the road
circumstances-sometimes well over 120 miles per hour, once the overdrive kicked
in! Think I'm kidding? Ask Gene Cooper from Chicago, Harry Brown from Grand
Rapids, o r Chris Roberts from Ocean City-they were just a few of many who
sampled the delights of an eight cylinder factory V8.
I also campaigned t h e car in Concours events, with modest success, but
nowhere near a s successfully a s two of the finest V8 showmen in the world, Bill
Donaldson and John Heagren, both National Champions. The V8 is a bear t o show
off and clean, there is s o much packed into the engine bay that it takes twice a s long
t o clean a s a standard MGB, and Bill's car was Mirage in color, that delicate shade
of gray which takes on whatever hue is shining on it at the time--chameleon like!
When I first came t o the States, 1 would drive the Interstate and wish I had my
beloved 1214 MG with me-the Mustangs, Camaros and Firebirds wouldn't have
known what hit them! But when I did eventually move here permanently, and wanted
t o bring 1214 in with me, t h e Feds wanted s o much altering on the car it would have
lost its inherent charm and the characteristics I mentioned earlier. So very regretfully and even more reluctantly I sold the car. Some weeks after I had let her go I saw
her being driven down the other side of the motorway and had t o resist the
temptation t o turn round and go after the guy and say "That's MY V8, what d o you
think you are doing?!!" It was like seeing your significant other out with someone
else!
continued on page 54
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Dear Register,
My father and I are enthusiastic members of the MGB Register and look forward
t o receiving the "Driver"every other month. We have started our own British sports
car club here in the valley, named the "Brits of Hudson".
For an English assignment, I was asked t o write a descriptive essay, and for the
topic I chose t o describe a recent outing that our club held. Everyone seemed
pleased with the results of the project and thought that my work might be suitable
for publication in the "MGB Driver". I have tried t o put into words the the way most
of us feel when driving a British sports car.
Thank you in advance and I look forward t o reading the next issue of the
"Driver".
Very truly yours,
Mark J. McCourt
Hudson Valley, New York
(You can read Mark's descriptive work on page 18 of this issue. I feel that he has
captured the spirit of what he was after. For his journalistic efforts, Dave Destler of
"British Car Magazine" has graciously awarded Mark a free subscription to that most
excellentjournal. However I will still wear my T-shirt which reads, "MC?-If you have
to ask, you don't understand"!-Ed)
ANOTHER GAMMONS' MG SUCCESS!

I

I

Dear Editor,
Many thanks for your letter and the most impressive "MCB Driver", congratulations t o all involved in its production. I am sure that its quality will be a significant
factor in improving and retaining your membership of the North American MGB
Register.
I am enclosing a couple of shots of our MGBs in action. Hope these may be of
interest t o members. JYH 770D is, of course, the "old warrior" and a veteran of s o
many events. It was a real pleasure t o win the classic Marathon last year in the car.
We've enjoyed s o many competition miles together now with the Marathons and
various other rallies and races.
We had another success last month when Paul Easter and I won the 4th Monte
Carlo Challenge with a 1962 MGA DeLuxe roadster, against very strong opposition
from 150 other contenders. One of the toughest events I've ever been in, watch for
it on satellite, it should make some interesting viewing. Only oneMGB I'm afraid, and
that one in a post-1962 category, not running for overall honors.
Best wishes to you and all the members.
Yours Sincerely,
Ron Gammons
Baldock, Herts, England
(You can see a portfolio of Brown & Gammons MGBs on pages 26 and 27of this issue.
We had hoped to include them in our motorsport special fast issue but Ron was s o busy
winning the Monte that he didn 'tsend them in time!Also Ron assures me, a s Chairman,
continued on page 22
that all is now well within the MG Car Club in England.-Ed)
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Letters to the Register - continued horn page 21
Dear Register,
I enclose my check to renew my membership in the Register. I look forward to
each issue of the "MGBDrivernandI read it from cover to cover. I mislaid my renewal
notice and with the holidays simply forgot to renew. I would be interested in alonger
term membership if one were possible. Perhaps it's something you might think
about to help people like me who tend to forget!
Anyway, I wish to thank all of you who have made the MGB Register a reality.
It is something we needed and it has already made a tremendous impact. Keep up
the good work!
Safety Fast,
Basil F. O'Connor
Sparta, New Jersey

If someone has the time and inclination to respond to this plaintive epistle, it
would be most sincerely appreciated. Until that time I Remain,
Your humble and obedient servant,
Dr. David C. Morris
,

(Well, what do other members think? Would you like a two or three year alternative
subscription plan? Write and let us know.-Ed)
This was addressed to our Technical Coordinator and follows the request in the last
issue of the "Driver" from Dr. Morris on rubber-bumpered to chrome-bumpered
conversions for the MCB...
Dear Bob,
Based on our previous correspondence regarding rubber and chrome-bumpered
MGBs and Heritage bodyshells, I thought you and fellow members of the MGB
Register might find the following epistles of some passing interest. Perhaps a few
more well placed missives to the fine folks at Heritage might yield some very
beneficial results for those of us who are of the rubber bumper persuasion!
Best regards to you and yours and my thanks and appreciation for your
previous communiques.
Most Cordially,
David Morris
First this letter Dr.Mom.s wrote to British Motor Heritage...
Dear Sir,
Without a doubt the Heritage bodyshell unit is the ideal cost-effective solution
to a disintegrating '9. While I suspect that you have received similar enquiries,
please allow me to include mine in the hope that some weight of numbers might
prove persuasive.
Toward that end, I talk to more and more MGB enthusiasts here in "Middle
America", who fervently hope that at some time in the not-too-distant future, you
will provide a shell for those of us who own rubber-bumpered MGBs which are
getting rather long in the tooth. It appears to me and others that there may be quite
a profitable market for such an offering here in the US.
Now, I presume this idea has been discussed by the Most Exalted Makers of
Policy and Decisions, and it might well be time to drag the idea out once again and
reconsider the possibility. I am sure many MGB owners in this part of the world
would spin prayer wheels, burn candles and/or sacrifice maidens in your honor if
such a splendid decision were rendered.

Lo and behold, on official British Heritage notepaper came this in reply. ..
Dear Dr. Morris,
Your recent letter was about to go unanswered until I noted that you were
offering to sacrifice maidens!
We have produced many of thevariants of MGB, both Tourer and GT to dateand
we are able to build NAS specification rubber bumper bodies if there are sufficient
orders.
Our distributors in the States however have not yet indicated orders for this
type of shell as yet. I will however raise this with them at our next meeting and see
if we can build a batch.
I hope that this is of help to you and remain,
Yours Sincerely,
David M. Bishop
Managing Director, British Motor Heritage, Ltd.
The Heritage Office, Cowley, Oxford, England
(For those newer readers to the "Driver", David was THE key player in finding the old
tooling and reintroducing the MGB bodyshell, despite all the odds!-Ed)
continued on page 24
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Letters to the Register - continued from page 23

...

YOU PAYS YOUR MONEY

Dear Register,
I recently had a problem with oil pressure after I put a new oil filter on my 1973
MGB. After the car sat for a week or so, the oil pressure gauge would stay on zero
for 10 to 15 seconds after starting the car.
I got to comparing the internal structure of this filter with that of others, and
found it was different. The filter brand was Unipart GFE 121 with a code of 107. The
two I compared it with were Fram PH2847A and Unipart GFE 121 code E218, which
looked the same. I replaced the 'bad' filter with the Fram and the oil pressure gauge
immediately registered up to normal pressure. This could be a problem for someone
else who might think they are experiencing oil pump or gauge problems.
Sincerely,
Allen E. Lee

...AND TAKES YOUR CHOICE!!
Dear Register,
Following Martin Ray's discussion on oil filters in the Jan/Feb '93 "MCBDriver'',
I too had noticed last year that my oil pressure did not come up immediately on firing
up my MGB. Until that time I had always used Fram oil filters and Castrol in all my
cars with no trouble.
Inspection of the filter from Fram revealed that indeed, the anti-backflowvalve
previously present was lacking.
I haveinvestigated the filters available locally and the WIXfilter appropriate for
the MGB looks sturdy and has the anti-backflowvalve. I have had no further trouble
since changing brands. As it appears Fram has cheapened their product, I have
stopped using their filters in any vehicle, old or new and am now using Wix filters.
I have been told that Wix filters are also sold under other brand names, s o careful
inspection of a prospective filter purchase is in order.
Keep those knock-ons tight!
Phil Smith
Upper Sandusky, OH

(OK, Whatdoyou say iflwrite to FRAMand UNIPARTand ask them fortheircomments?
Watch this space.-Ed)
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THE MGB RALLYE KINGS!

Malcolm Gammons and Glenn Jaruis race their 1963 MGB to 15th place overall in
the 1989 Pirelli Classic Marathon.

Stirling Moss and Jean Lindamood placed 3rd overall with their 1965 MGB.
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Ron Gammons and John Brigden on the Nurburgring Karussel. They finished 5th overall.
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FROM THE MIDGET REGISTRAR

"THE SOURCE"
For All Your MG Needs

Bruce Wyckoff
Over the next few issues of the "Driuer"wearegoingto recapalittle bit of Midget
history. Although the modern Midget is described by three different "marques"
(usually abbreviated "Mk"), Mkl, 11, and 111, many Midget mavens refer to the 6
different "CANS" as a means of identification. When we talk about a GAN we are
referring t o the chassis numbers found on your Midget. Let's start with GAN1.
In 1958 the Austin Motor Company, with the help of Donald Healey, introduced
the "Bugeye" Sprite to the world. Although under the bonnet it says that it was built
at Birmingham, it was actually produced at the MG Factory in Abingdon. After the
introduction of the Bugeye Sprite (MkI), design work on the Sprite (MklI) began and
most of the design work was done at the MG design department. The Sprite was redesigned with a more conventional bonnet and boot, the old forward opening
bonnet of the Bugeye gave great access t o the engine but was very prone t o shimmy,
squeaks and rattles. This new Sprite rolled off the Abingdon assembly line in May
1961 and onemonth later the MG Midget (MkI) was introduced. This carwas history
making for two reasons, it was the first MG to have less than a one-liter engine since
1936, and it was also the first MG built without a separate chassis.
The Midget was born with the GANl type of chassis number and the original
numbers ran from GAN1-101 to GAN1-16183, making a total of 16.082 built between
June 1961 and October 1962. The Midget and Sprite both had BMC A-Type 948cc
engines with a9.0:l compression ratio, which necessitated the MkI Midget touse 100
octane fuel. Engine numbers on 1961-1962 Midgets start with 9CG. An 8.3:l ratio
engine was available as an option if you wished or had to run a lower grade fuel.
The Midget retained the Morris Minor four-speed running gearwith directdrive
synchromesh on the upper three gears. The Midget was some 60 pounds heavier
than the Bugeye, but could still achieve a top speed of 86 MPH. The brakes were
Lockheed hydraulic 7" drums all round and could stop a speeding Midget from 30
MPH in about 32 feet. The Midget would also sip fuel to the tune of 34 MPG.
Although the Midget was designed a s a two-seater, the larger space behind the
seats could be fitted with an optional bench seat for younger riders. The MkI Midget
was available in five exterior colors, 3 interior colors and a choice of three colors for
the top were offered. Extras available included, radio, tonneau cover, heater,
defroster, whitewalls, locking gas cap, wing mirrors, luggage rack and hardtop.
The Midget had some good first year sales figures considering that its twin
brother was cheaper in price, while it also faced stiff competition from the Mini
Cooper, and the soon-tebe-launched Triumph Spitfire.
Next time we will talk about the next step in the Midget metamorphosis ...GAN2.
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EXPERIENCES OF AN A M A T E U R M E C H A N I C
Preston Douglas
FIRST DO NO HARM!

My continuing saga of MG mishaps seems almost endless, but I can't resist a
diversion to tell about someone else's troubles for a change.
One day last summer, I was over at the local Lucas parts purveyor buying tuneup parts when two ladies came in for advice and the necessary parts t o fix their
recently acquired MGB. It seemed that the electrical instruments, wipers, and fans
had suddenly dropped dead, but the lights, horn, speedometer and engine worked
just fine. They had checked the fuses and the fuse box, and they were OK. So their
husbands had decided to remove and check the ignition switch; there was some
logic t o this a s all the dead circuits were controlled by the ignition switch. When the
men opened the switch the contacts looked fine, but then they couldn't get the
pieces back together again (allaHumpty Dumpty!) So the first thingthe guys needed
was a new ignition switch.
I politely asked whether this was a rubber-bumper MGB (it was) and whether
both ignition relays had been checked. What ignition relays was the reply?? Well, the
late MGB has two ignition relays, one in front of and one behind the fuse box on the
right sidewall of the engine bay. (Right side means looking forward from the driver's
seat, of course!) They are both little cylindrical jobs and are identical-the Lucas
part number of the relay is SRB402, the Moss number #131-520. If you enjoy a love/
hate relationship with Lucas a s I do, you have t o marvel at their ingenuity in
engineering two failure prone relays into an MGB that had always gotten along with
just one in earlier years ...thus providing twice the chance for breakdown!
When the front relay fails, the tachometer, fuel gauge, and temperature gauges
die, along with the windscreen wipers. The electrical fans had died on the ladies'
MGB because they had been connected to the third fuse line to prevent them from
running-on after thecar had been shut off. This common modification saves the fans,
the alternator, and battery from undue wear, BUT, if the relay fails, it is possible to
overheat the engine because the fans will not run and the temperature gauge is
disabled.
The roadside solution for a sick hpnt ignition relay is t o move the fan connector
back to the bottom fuse (always on) until a new relay can be installed. That will allow
the fans to work, but since the temperature gauge won't work until the relay is fixed,
delay in making the repair is dangerous. Besides, if it rains the wipers won't be
available either! If the rear relay fails, the whole car will drop dead! Your list of tool
box spares should include one of these little relays as they are cheap and fail more
often than once every ten years. Since your MGB has to be more than ten years old,
it may soon need a new ignition relay.
Anyway, I explained all this hardearned wisdom to the two ladies who bought
a new ignition switch and a new relay. The switch was over $40.00 and the relay was
about ten bucks. So, if their hubbies had known about the relay, they could have
saved some serious money and aggravation!
If your electrical system drops half dead, try a tap on the front relay box. A
moderate whack with a shoe or other handy weapon will often encourage the
contacts t o close, and the wipers will come alive. However, d o check fuses first
(they're cheap) and then go for the relays. The real reason the relays were put in by
the factory was to carry the heavy current to assure long life for the contacts in that
continued on page 34
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One Old Car Drive

SPORTS CAR SERVICES
Westminster. VT
802 387 4540
The difference between a good clutch job and
one that isn't is attention to detail. A clutch
assembly wears gradually beginning the first time
you use it, and you may not be aware of this
progressive deterioration until the day you notice it
starting to slip.
When your clutch starts dipping, other wear
is usually present as well. Stripping a clutch
assembly generally reveals a scored flywheel, wear
in the release mechanism (such as the fulcrum
krshing and slave cylinder push rod) and also quite
possibly leaky hydraulics .
We charge $275.00 labor to overhaul a clutch
here at Sports Car Services. In addition to fitting a
new Borg6Beck clutch ($185.00 for MGA.
$149.50 for MGB). we rectify the problema wo
just discussed and some other related ones as well.
If the transmission input seal isn't leaking
new
it will
later. so
we m ~ l a c eit. On an MOB
.., ..
... .. be
-.
- we also replace the engine rear main seal. Spongy
motor mounts or an oversized pilot bushing won't
enhance the action of a new clutch, so if it needs
them, we replace'em end the radiator hoses too.
Want to know more about our services? Give
us a call and we'll talk about MG's.

.

SPORTS CAR
SERVICES
Westminster, V T

8023874540
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Same Dav U.P.S. untll3:30
SERVICE PARTS

Experiences of an Amateur Mechanic - continued from page 32
expensive ignition switch. The switch should therefore be the last place to look for
trouble; still it can wear out after enough starts. Don't open it though, unless you've
confirmed with a good ohmmeter that the contacts aren't working.
To change a defective relay you need a screwdriver. It is mounted with one
screw in a captive nut. Remove the wires one at a time from the old relay and push
the connectors onto the corresponding terminal on the new relay. If you do them
one at a time, you won't get mixed up and you won't have to figure out the
ridiculously complex schematic diagram painted on top of the relay! No thinking
required, s o no mistakes. When you finish the replacement, put the fan wire (white
with brown stripe, front side of the box) back on the third fuse.

MR. V G N O R T H AMERICAN VERSION!
Larry Steckel
If you are a fan of British Sports cars, I don't have to tell you that it's been one
interesting season. Lotus announced they were pulling the new Elan from the
market, before most of us even had the chance to see one. Then jumping right in to
fill the vacuum left by Lotus, Rover reported they were going to raid their various
parts bins, and kill a few more of Farmer Connelly's cows to produce a leather
wrapped MGB V8 that is going to cost $45,000.Then they dashed all of our hopes by
telling us it would not be coming to the United States.
Let's set aside the 45G large price tag, as it's hard for me to imagine any car
actually worth that kind of money, especially one that is for all intents and purposes,
still very much a 1963circa automobile. Rather let's question whether such a car is
worthy of intense car lust. Havingwatched two MGBV8s in competition recently and
having driven one, I can safely answer YES! AV8 MGB is worthy of an honored place
in your garage.
I went to an MG meeting last year and a fellow from Delaware arrived in a 'BGT
V8 towing a 5'x8' U-Haul stuffed with nearly 3,000 Ibs. of MGB bits. He was followed
by a beautiful black 1979 Limited Edition V8 roadster. During the course of the
meeting the driver ran the afternoon drag races and in ten passes nailed down FTD
(Fastest Time of the Day) with a 14.8 second run, at 96 MPH! Very impressive.
The man responsible for these awesome MGs is Glenn Towery, a certified
anglophile, ace mechanic, seriously twisted road racer of British motorcycles, and
proprietor of Towery Foreign Cars in Cheswold, Delaware. (He is also ourresident V8
technical expert for NAMGBR!-Ed) Glen told me he has been in the British repair
business for 25 years and has been undertakingV8 conversions for the last nine. He
decided to try aconversion because he loves to run around in fast British sports cars
and found the fours and the sixes weren't fast enough! He spoke to people in England
who worked on MGs and read everything he could as to the methods and procedures used by the factory, and then set out to make a better MG V8.
He starts with a perfectly straight MGB body that is restored to brand new
condition. He adds an old-style aluminum hood, then modifies the radiator support,
and other underhood bits. The engine and transmission mounts are changed to
accept the new units using various MG and Triumph parts and the 3.5 liter motor is
rebuilt from the block out. Everything is blueprinted and massaged and the
compression ratio is set at 10.0:l. The stock cam remains and a Carter 400cfm AFB
carb is set on top rather than the factory SU carbs.
Glen prefers the old Buick-style distributor as he feels it gives better command
of the ignition curve. He also lightens the flywheel, and bolts on a set of British built
headers. The original Rover 3.5L unit is rated at 137 hp, but Glenn figures his mill
puts out 185 to 205 dead reliable horses. The engine goes into the bay mated to a
Rover 3500 transmission-the MG factory used the original MGB overdrive gearbox
that Glenn feels isn't strong enough, and is now in short supply. The rear end is a
stock MGC with your choice of 3.07 or 3.31 gears. Glenn uses stock lever shocks
along with Addco sway bars, and he fabricates a pair of torque arms for the rear
suspension to keep the leaf springs from 'winding up' when the pedal is mashed.
Aftermarket wheels originally designed for the Datsun Z car are spec'ed as they
giveaslightly widertrackand better stability on theroad.The brakes receivespecial
attention, the stock front rotors are crossdrilled for maximum cooling and new
continued on page 36
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front pads are fitted. As the V8 is actually a bit lighter than the old four, there is
plenty of brakingcapacity. There isalot of labor inthe body mods and therebuilding
of the drive train components, but when done right, the result looks just as if it had
just rolled off the line at Coventry. (WHAT?-Where didthisguy learn his English MC
geography?-Ed)
When I called Glenn at his shop to discuss the nuts and bolts of this project, he
demanded that before I wrote anything I should drive the V8 'BGT. (You expect me
to refuse an offer like that?) We met just North of Pittsburgh where Glenn was
traveling home from acar show in Ohio. Your first sensation when dropping into the
traditional bucket seat is, "I've been here before!" Well of course you have, you drove
these things 25 years ago in college, but a twist of the key changes the whole world.
The hard burbleof theV8retrieves deepseated memories of street racing Mustangs,
big blockChevellesand Camaros. Has it really been 30 years sincewe ruled thedrivein burger joint? Hard on the pedal in first gear creates no drama, the car simply
hooks up and quickly starts the earth rotating in the opposite direction. Redline in
second gear makes you prime cop bait anywhere this side of the Atlantic, with three
gears left to go!! Cruising at 70-75 mph all day in fifth won't cause this beast to break
a sweat and it will even squeeze 25-27 MPG if you show a little restraint and it will
pass Delaware emissions test to boot.
The two lane 'twisties' is where this 'B really struts its stuff. Drop down into
third gear approaching a curve, forget the very capable brakes, the compression is
enough to settle the nose. Gently nudge the wheel towards the apex, press the
button and you are already setting up for the next bend. I could do this all day...the
car rode well, stopped well and exhibited superb road manners. Direct comparisons
with a Mustang GT 5.0 seem very appropriate.
If I have to express a negative, it is that this car looks just like every other MGB
you have ever seen, so if your ego demands lots of flash then you'd better look
elsewhere. However if your tastes run more towardsgo than show, this car will never
disappoint. Glenn said the cost of a conversion on your MGB runs anywhere from
$6,000to $7,000.He says he has done eight to ten conversions on his own fleet of MGs
and helped out with parts and information on over a hundred others. Taking into
consideration some value for your bench time and adding in unforeseen parts and
setbacks that such a project entails,that still puts you into what amounts to a brand
new MGB V8 for under half the price Rover is quoting.
This car is so bullet proof, you could drive i t every day and have a ball
autocrossing on weekends in E-Mod alongwith some of the most innovative hot rods
in the sport. If this all sounds like a good deal to you, give Glenn a call on (302)7341243.
(Larry Steckel writes for the "North American Pylonnand is an active member of
s Club of Pittsburgh.)
the North Hills S ~ o r t Car

TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason
Getting ready for summer? It won? be long now and I hope to meet many of you
at the St. Louis NAMGBR Convention-Please do come up and say hello! By the way
your S.A.S.E.'s are very much appreciated when answering your queries, and here's
the latest batch ...
Dear Bob,
I have been looking for alternatives in high performance clutch kits and
camshafts for my 1972 1275cc Midget. I have contacted the major specialists in the
USA to no avail. Do you know of any alternative sources?
Thank you,
Allan Albrecht
Bridgton, ME
Dear Allen,
I think I have the answer to this question and believe it or not-it's from Moss
Motors in England! Moss Europe prints a "Special Tuning Manua1"for the MGB and
Midget under their catalog number MGL 014 and I am enclosing photocopies of the
pages that apply to your question, with the approximate costs shown in f Sterling
at the current exchange rate.
Moss Special Tuning
Write to them at:
22-28 Manor Road
Richmond, Surrey TW9 1YB
England
or call them on 44-81-948-8106. If you complete your call prior to 8:00 a.m. your
time, thecall will go through at the lower night time rate, and it will be noontime over
there.
Send them your VisaIMastercard number and they will debit your account for
the price of the catalog. I don't know if Moss Motors in California has any plans to
provide this catalog to their US customers, maybe they will do so in the future.
Bob

...and now a query from Troy in Spotswood, New Jersey ...
Dear Bob,
Due to a chronic foot problem I have been looking for a cruise control for my
1980 MGB LE but with no success. The car is stock. Do you know of any units that
would fit my car or could be adapted to fit?
Any help would be appreciated-Keep up the good work!
Troy Zabransky
Dear Troy,
Many thanks for sending the stamped addressed envelope, it does help.
Although I have not had any personal experience with a cruise control installation,
I've heard of others doing this and with good success. I checked the Sears catalog
and they offer several types of units, and I would imagine that any one of thesewould
fit your MGB.
continued on page 38
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Technical Coordinator - continued from page 37
An old friend of mine had an MGA in which he had installed an MGB engine and
overdrive transmission. He also installed a cruise control and he drove it for many
miles with complete success. His name and telephone number are shown below and
I would imagine he would be happy to discuss the type and installation procedures
that would be equally applicable to your LE, so drop him a line or give him a ring.
I hope this will be of some help to you, and good luck!
Bob
(Bill Ludtke, 4040 Olley Lane, Fairfax, VA, (703)323-1260)

...and now over to Vienna, Virginia ...
Dear Bob,
My question ...is the oil sump capacity, with an oil cooler of the 1973 MGB
different than other years? Here are some of the confusing aspects that I have
experienced with my 1973MGBengine # 18V673Z-L1060.The owner's manual in the
car gives the sump capacity with the oil cooler as 7l/2 US pints or 3.625 quarts. The
figures in the Haynes MGB manual calls for 9 US pints-as does five other owner's
manuals or service books!
My local service agents say that I should usealmost 5 quarts with an oil and filter
change. They feel that I might have a mistake in my manual and that all 'Bs take about
9 US pints of oil. However, on my MGB, if I put more than 3'12 quarts in during service
it goes over the maxmarkon the dipstick. In fact 9 US pints puts the oil over one inch
above the max mark!
I have compared my dipstick with others and it is exactly the same length, as
is the length of the tube it goes into on the engine. Anyway the bottom line is-what
makes the 1973 MGB I have different from the others? Are the internals of the sump
different? (I did measure my pan and it appears to be the same size as others I've
looked at.) The only thing I haven't been able to do is talk to another 1973 MGB
owner. Anything you can do to enlighten me on this matter would be greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Tony Passarella
Dear Tony,
I've just received your letter regarding the oil dipstick problem with your 1973
MGB, and contrarytowhat the several 'sources may say, arough figureof 4l/2 quarts
of oil is what you need during an oil and filter change on your engine.
I am assuming that you do not have any 'upwards' dents in your oil pan that
might case an erroneous reading, or any obvious 'drops' to the pan. The tube that
retains the dipstick for your model should extend about 43/4 inches proud (above)
the block casting where it is installed, and you should be using a dipstick that has
a slight "S" bend to it, with a fixed collar that rests against the top of the tube to keep
it from dropping too far into the pan. The earlier type of dipstick was a straight unit,
whose tip dropped completely into the pan and rested on top of a slight 'bridge'
welded to the bottom of the oil pan directly beneath the dipstick.
Assuming you are using the proper design of dipstick and your engine has the
correct length dipstick tube, then find another like model (1970-1980) and compare
theactual markings on the bottom of the dipstick. These markings have been known
to be incorrectly stamped, but this is rather rare.

Eur1,v (bottom) and late (top) MCB dipsticks
1hope the above will go towards solving your problem. If you do find that you
have the correct type of dipstick, and the markings themselves are in error,it is an
easy operation to simply remark your dipstick to show correct levels.
Bob

...and now a cautionary note!
A member recently decided to replace his distributor cap, points, condenser
and rotor, and purchased these items from a local supplier. He replaced the points
condenser and rotor with no problem, and installed the ignition wires in the new
side exit distributor cap as they had been installed in the old cap. However, although
the engine had been running fine with the old items, it would not run with the new
items installed. After checking and rechecking, he still could get no response from
the engine other than a few 'spits and coughs' out of the carburetors. He even
thought that perhaps there might be a carburetor problem so he "fiddled" with
these, again to no avail. Finally a call was made to a local club member for help.
Each step was again followed and everything seemed to be 'by the book' until
the owner happened to mention that while his original side exit black colored Lucas
distributor cap had the ignition wires pointing towards the left wing (fender) the
replacement brown colored cap had the wires pointing towards the radiator ...Aha!!
What had happened was rather simple, even though the ignition wires had been
installed in the new replacement cap, as they had been in the old (original) cap, the
ignition firing sequence had now been thrown out by 90" when the replacement cap
had been installed 90" clockwise to the original cap.
A distributor cap can only be installed in one particular position due to 'cutouts' or locating 'lugs' designed into the cap, and it makes no difference in what
direction the wires exit the cap, as long as the wires connect to the correct spark
plugs, in the proper firing order for that engine. Once the problem had been
determined, the distributor cap was rewired for the proper sequenceand the engine
started and ran just fine.
Just remember that if you have fuel to the carburetors and the proper st+
quenced 'fire' to the spark plugs (timing, points adjusted, etc.) the engine should
run. Also remember the old adage, "the usual problem with the carburetors is
usually with the ignition!" For an engine to run, you must have good compression,
correctly adjusted valves, fuel to the carbs and the ignition adjusted and wired
correctly. It is also wise to insist on OE (original equipment) type parts that are
designed to fit as were originally installed on your engine, and finally don't "fiddle"
with your carburetors unless you are certain that there is something amiss with
them!
Take care!
Bob
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TECHNICAL TIP
Dwaine Sharpe
This technical tip was originally sent as a letter to the Register!
It's a rainy Friday and I'm enjoying my new "MGB Driver" with its much
improved cover (looks like MR in NM!) and I'm prompted to put to paper this Tech
Tip I've been considering and submit it to you for publication.
In these days of tight economics and environmental correctness it makes more
sense than ever for us to recycle/repair/reuse every part possible on our MGBs.
Recently I have had repaired a fuel pump, gas tank sender, washer pump, check
valve and a carbon canister. I do believe that if the subject has parts then it can be
analyzed and maybe repaired. It could just be a spot of rust, or a broken wire, and
once remedied, the results could be good for thousands of miles more.
But my subject today has no moving parts at all, and whose only fault would be
age and neglect, or a possible flooding. This of course is the carbon canister. I've
seen canisters whose only fault was a dirty filter pad; others apparently flooded at
some time, a rusty mess with steel screens and spring decayed and carbon granules
a rust-stained crumbling chunk. In any case, they were probably not working or at
least not working as they should and certainly not what a healthy engine should be
breathing through or attempting to breathe!
So unless you've done this rebuild already, or purchased one of those NOS
canisters (very expensive!) then here's a rebuild process that is economical,
environmentally conscious and all but totally original.
1. Remove the canister from the 'B and unscrew the bottom which holds theair
filter pad. This pad is composed of heat-bonded nylon fiber like many other filter
pads, and can be washed in fuel if dirty. To replace I've used home air conditioning
filter material or pot scrubbing pad, cut to fit.
2. Even if the revealed steel screen is not rusted, the activated charcoal (pure
carbon) may have lost its vapor storing property after 20 odd years in service. So
proceed with the dismantling of the canister by levering out the tongues of the
plastic retainer to empty thesteel screen, charcoal, top filter pad, top screen, spring
seat and spring onto a tray for inspection.
3. Though thecharcoal has been sitting in the can for some time, let's not waste
it. I have been assured by a chemist that reactivation is simply a matter of cooking
the carbon. My understanding is that heating radicalizes the carbon atoms (they
give up electrons) and the stored water, fuel and its components (avoid breathing
the vapors by the way!) are allowed to escape. The indestructible, elemental carbon
is thus reactivated, hungry to absorb more vapors.
4. The 'cooking' process is simple. I do this on an iron skillet over medium heat
with thevent on high, stirring continuously for 5 to 10 minutes. As the carbon heats,
the vapors will become pronounced and then subside. Then you are done, however,
if the carbon is a total rusty mess (it could be washed prior to cooking) or you do
not wish to stink up the house, you can buy new charcoal from a tropical fish or pet
store. If the carbon appears to have been saturated recently, then you MUSTsun-dry
it prior to cooking.
5. Inspect the metal components, if they are good reuse them. If they are
marginal they can be painted with rust restoring paint and reused. If they are totally
wasted, 114" wire mesh or finer for the top screen, and certainly the finest mesh

available is suggested for the bottom. Plastic or stainless steel mesh may be
obtained at a hardware store; they work well and should last a long time. A spring
from a broken radiator cap is the perfect replacement for the spring, but any 1"
diameter, 2" length of medium stiffness spring will do. I've also found that a 1" DOT
plastic body plug makes an excellent spring seat.
6. Now that all the renewed components are ready, repack them into the
canister in reverse order as follows-spring, spring seat, screen, filter, charcoal,
screen and retainer. The charcoal usually takes a bit of packing, tamping and even
brute force to return it all into the canister, but it can be done. With the retainer
secure,and bottom filter pad in place, screwthe bottom backon. Return thecanister
to the MGB and now would be a good time to check those original hoses that seem
to split from the ends, (sometimes beyond the clips) for leaks, particularly the
canister to valve cover hose.
While this project may not be at the top of your "to do" list, I believe it is well
worth considering. I've seen significant improvement or outright curing of slow idle
problems, RPM searching, regular roughness, or engine dying through attention to
thecanister. I equateit to runningwith dirty air filters. In theclosed engine breathing
system with evaporative loss, fresh air must come through the carbon canister or
through leaks. In the latter case two systems are being compromised. Those of you
with early cars are lucky in this respect, the rest of us, particularly those with two
canisters, can save a few dollars, space in the landfill, and get to know and enjoy a
better performing MGB.
Be seeing you!

THE MGB GARAGE
Cooling Problem Solvers
PROBLEM

Overheating

Loss of coolant

CAUSE

1. Inoperative thermostat.
2. Radiator fins choked
with mud/leaves etc.
3. Incorrect ignition and
valve timing.
4. Dirty oil and sludge in
engine.
5. Inoperative water pump.
6. Loose or broken fan belt.
7. Restricted radiator flow.
8. Inaccurate temp gauge.
9. Impurities in water.
1. Leaking radiator hose(s).
2. Damaged radiator.
3. Leak at heater connection
or plug.
4. Damaged cylinder head
gasket.
5. Cracked cylinder block.

6. Cracked cylinder head.
7. Loose cylinder head bolts.

1. Replace thermostat.
2. Clean out air
passages.
3. Tune engine.
4. Change engine oil
and filter.
5. Check and replace.
6. Replace or adjust.
7. Flush radiator.
8. Replace gauge.
9. Use soft,clean water.
1. Replace.
2. Repair or replace.
3. Repair or replace.
4. Replace gasketlcheck
engine oil and water.
5. Replace block/check
engine oil in crank
case for mixing with
water.
6. Replace cylinder head.
7. Tighten cyl.head bolts.

Overcooling

1. Inoperative thermostat.
2. Inaccurate temperature
gauge.

1. Replace thermostat.
2. Replace temp gauge.

Poor Circulation

1. Restriction in system.

1. Check hoses for
crimpinglclear system
of rust and sludge.
2. Replenish coolant.
3. Replace water pump.
4. Adjust fan belt.
5. Replace thermostat.

2.
3.
4.
5.
Corrosion

Insufficient coolant.
Inoperative water pump.
Loose fan belt.
Inoperative thermostat.

1. Excessive impurity in
local water.
2. Infrequent flushing and
draining of system.

614-F EasternAvenue, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503
Phone (616) 245-2141
24 Hour FAX (616) 245MGMG (6464)

CURE

1. Use only soft, clean
water.
2. Flush thoroughly at
least twice a year.
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SERVICE RESTORATION INSTRUCTION
SINCE 1975. EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE MG
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Complete Tune Complete Test Drive
Brakes Exhaust Clutch Engines O/D Conversions
Shocks Wheels Electrical

Short Blocks Cylinder Heads Engines Rocker Assemblies
Gearboxes Overdrives Remote Control Housings
SU & Stromberg Carburetters Exhaust Manifolds
Distributors Starters Dynamos Control Boxes
Wiper Motors Brake Cylinders and Calipers
Kingpin Assemblies Differentials
Repair Bench Restoration Services
Soft Tops Interiors Carpeting
Rust Repair Paint Detailing

-
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COMPLETE
SERVICE ON:
TC-TD-TF
MGA MGB MGC
MIDGET MAGNETTE 1111300
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ALTERNATOR WISDOM
Dennis Trowbridge
TheMGB was fitted from 1968to 1980with aLucas Alternator. The 1968MGBand
MGC alternator had a separate external voltage regulator. 1969 to 1980 MGBs were
fitted with a Lucas 18 ACR alternator and Midgets from 1972 on were fitted with a 16
ACR alternator.
There are three major subdivisions of the 18 ACR alternator, and the changes
have to do with the diode, rectifier pack, and the electrical plug. 1969/1970and some
1971 MGBs were fitted with a diode pack that required two plugs to install the
alternator. These rectifier packs are no longer available and the alternator must be
converted if they burn out.
All 1972 and on MGBs will have one of two alternator packs and the practical
difference is the size of the spade terminals on the pack. The more common of the
two has a 'narrow-wide-wide' terminal layout and its Lucas number is 23730 02
UBB111. The second pack has a 'narrow-wide-narrow' plug layout and the Lucas
number is UBB112 or 23756. It is easy to unplug the alternator to see which pack you
need, all other alternator parts are common.
Most alternator problems stem from a failed diode pack, the diodes being
burned out by voltage surges or severe current drains. This problem is usually
traceable to the battery(s). A bad battery, bad battery clamps or even jump starting
the MGB will all cause the diode pack to burn out. You should always unplug the
alternator before using jump leads to start the car.
When the diodes fail the ignition light will come on and stay on, or maybe never
even come on when you turn the ignition key. The electronic voltage regulators on
these alternators is usually very reliable and almost never fails. When it does fail, it
usually overcharges and ruins the battery, but I stress this is very rare.
The carbon brushes and slip ring will wear out on high mileage cars and when
this happens the ignition light will flicker or change with engine speed. The slip ring
is soldered to the rotor by two very fine wires s o care must be taken in replacing it.
Also if the fan belt is NOT overtightened the bearings will last for ages.
When the ignition light pops on for no apparent reason, the cause can be the
surge protector. This is a bell-shaped diode that attaches to the case and the brush
terminal. Unplugging this diode will often make the problem go away, but it should
be replaced as soon as possible. Keep your battery(s) and connections in good shape
and your alternator should last.

The Editor would like to thank all those who responded to his plea for an early MGB.
He now has this 1964 model in Tartan Red!
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The 'office' of
an MGB GT V8.
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Assistant Editor, Jill Lee Jones, rebuilds the front suspension on her hybrid 1971 MCB.
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NORMAN'S NOTES
Norman Nock, British Car Specialists, Stockton CA
First let me point out that the photograph appearing under the article on fuel
cut-off switches in the Jan/Feb '93 issue of the "MCBDriuern@age 40) does not bear
any relation to the article preceding it! (My fault!-Ed)
The MGB shown has a
generator and asquare master cylinder reservoir s o it has to be a 1967or before that.
Having got that out of the way, let me state that the fuel cut-off value is a very
common cause of a fuel leak. You will recall that 1974'/2 cars GHN5 360301 on, had
an electric inertia switch and from 1977 MGBs GHN5UH 410001 had the fuel cut-off
ualue.
In November 1979's Dealer Training Aids sent to all MGB dealers in North
America, Leyland refers to both the switch and the valve. However they refer to a
moderate impact tripping the switch, and not just the MGB stopping suddenly.
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MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN-HEALEY
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BRITISH CAR

BRITISH CAR PARTS.

NEEDS
(209) 948-8754
NORMAN NOCK
PARTS - REPAIRS
RESTORATION

w
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2060 N . W I L S O N WAY S T O C K T O N . CA95205

FAX #: (209)948-1 030

MCB Soft Brakes
Slowing down usually only requires slight pressure to the brake pedal. It is
frequently noticed that the brake pedal will slowly drift downward, if pressure is
increased, the MGB will slow in the usual way.
This is diagnosed as "Hydraulic Bleed-BY" caused by faulty seals inside the
brake master cylinder. Many times the master cylinder has been rebuilt or replaced
only to find that you still have this softish brake pedal. Before rebuilding the brake
cylinder, pull on the handbrake while stationary and see if it makes a difference to
the soft pedal. If it improves the soft pedal adjust the rear brakes by means of the
square peg on the rear backing plate.
Rear Brake Adjustment-Jack up the rear of the
MGB. Release the handbrake. Turn the square adjuster
clockwise on the backing plate of the rear brake shoes
until the wheel is locked (see illustration at left). Then
turn it back one 'click' at a time until the wheel rotates
free. Adjust the other rear brake in the same manner.
Remember,FAULTY BRAKES CAN TAKE YOUR LIFE!!
Major repairs to brake systems should only be done by
a qualified mechanic, and make sure you use only
Girling, Lockheed or Castrol brake fluid. I advise against
using silicon brake fluid.

A LOUDER Turn Signal Indication
You all know that if at any time the flasher switch does not cancel you feel like
a fool driving along on a straight road with the flasher on and you unaware of it!
The flasher unit on the MGB is behind the glovebox compartment on the right
side of the car. Maybe this is OK for right hand drive cars, you might be able to hear
it, but with left hand drive cars it's almost impossible to hear.
Solving the problem of a quiet flasher unit is solved by replacing the unit with
a LOUD turn signal flasher unit #577V made by "Ideal". It emits a loud pulsating
sound to warn the driver that the turn signal is operative.
Replacing the standard flasher unit is easy, just plug the #57W in place of the
Lucas unit, and to make it even better, extend the two wires from the Lucas unit to
a point closer to the driver. Full instructions are given on the card that comes with
the ldeal flasher unit.
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ltems with a British Flair
Screen Printed and Embroidered Apparel
Customized ltems Available
Enamel Pins.. Kev Fobs. Model Cars and More
d

3542 Wellston Ct., Simi Valley, CA 93063

Tel (805) 522-5882

Fax (805) 522-9082

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!!
BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needs of the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to help with race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
ltems rangingfrom full motors in various statesof tune, to the leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, C/R - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels, BIO & WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
uprated shocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Please call with your requirements and
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
CAU FOR FREE VNTAQE PERFORllUmPARTS CATUOO

DIAMOND SPRINGS, CA
95619 (AupointmentOnly]

BRING THE
BASKET
RRING

ROMANCE
The planned juncture t o the woods,
a steeplechase, concours. o r vintage

car race - In your look and in your motoring.
The Basket -handwoven by our cottage network
in western Europe, using golden-full willow
to create a one-of-a-kind picnic hamper.
Fitted with buckled leather straD lid closures.
leather strap bracing, and hand wi&ered handle.
Perfect for the luggage rack.
Practicality, fine quality and beauty combined
-true heirloom status1
The best hand&
wicker basket in the w r l d .
Wic!iered from a growth of Jlree year old willw s u l k .
Praaid. Beawiful. An heirloom far "generations to come" . . .
In we, rhink of he pasmd setting of your f a d &-a
quia beach -or use as an exna space m your mowring.

Tk basket -handwenby our corulge wickerwrks m w e s m
Emope. We we only he full golden willow, nor s k i d or
exmcded, nor do we we a common vine as do others.
Our &en
maintoin an e x c e k e to p r d he best!

This baskt will never embarrass you.

The
Luggage
Rack
PICNIC
HAMPER

BEAUTIFULLY PLAIN PICNIC BASKET
$80.00 $15.00 UPS around Trac
m.c .nu. asu,

Allow 10 days

WITH FITTED LEATHER HARNESS
For yaw fawrite p k setting for four.

$20.00 W S around Trac
c m . c . nu.cneoo Allow 20 days

$180.00

BASKET HOLD DOWN STRAPS
Speclnlfor the lvggqge rmk.
N o c o s t with purchase.

To order Call Toll F'ree:
(800)-253-9347
Or Write:

Sue: 2 2 - 1 IS-x9-m 23.1 16-18'

Post Office Box 5 1 9 4
Clover, South Carolina 2 9 7 10 USA

or

w m.g p*u ~ r c l d cpm*

The best comes from Lederman Rupp Company.

-bu.)

DRIVING IMPRESSIONS
COSTELLO V8 versus FACTORY V8

Greystone

Martin Buckley, Classic & Sportscar Magazine
The Costello V8 MGB GT doesn't feel like an underdeveloped hot rod. In fact,
apart from the deep, hollow burble from the exhausts, you wouldn't know it was
anything other than a k y l i n d e r 'B. Clutch, brakes and steering all have a similar
weight and feel-heavy but not quite to the point of feeling cumbersome and
awkward. In traffic, as long as you never actually come to a stop, you can treat the
gearbox as a two-speeder so plentiful and smooth is the torque served up by the
engine from walking pace onwards. In top or even overdrive top, you can plonk your
right foot to the floor and know the car is going to'pull away with total smoothness
and considerable vigor. It's the consummate top gear potterer if you want it to be,
totally docile, totally obedient.
Using the gearbox however, it becomes a hooligan toy of the first order! The
acceleration is fearsome. Even the most marginal overtaking opportunities seem
possible once you get the measure of the performance available. The gearbox felt
fine, with short welldefined movements quite strongly biased towards the 1st and
2nd plane, a pause between down changes, with a blip of throttle helping it along just
a little. Through corners, the Costello sits flat and stable, easy to place with the
positive rackand pinion steering, though road shocks are quitevividly transmitted.
With 50150 weight distribution, the car's attitude is neutral with a tendency towards
progressive, gentle oversteeringwhen pressed really hard. However, it can be quite
hairy in the wet, and the Costello has been known to 'fishtail' in third gear before
now! The best way to correct it seemed to be just to let go of the steering and let the
self-centering (which is very strong) do all the work.
The engine in the car tested, a Buick unit, has been completely rebuilt and the
only real problem has been the jetting of the Weber carb which has meant there is/
was a huge low-speed flat spot to contend with caused by the slow running jet.
The Factory MGB GT V8 feels much less happy than its twin. It's nowhere near
as fast for a start-'flat' as Ken Costello commented while driving the car, which just
happened to be the first factoryV8 he had ever driven, a s far as he could remember.
It was. however, smoother and a little quieter than the Costello, and had a less fruity
exhaust bellow, but when the chips were down it just couldn't gather speed with the
force of the earlier machine. It just lacked the Costello's crisp, instant response.
You sit rather higher in the factory V8, and once underway you are quickly
aware that the ride has a 'choppy' feel, especially at the rear where thoseextra leaves
were doing their job rather too well. The steering is much stiffer too, though the
precision is still good and the factory car feels easy to place and has rock-solid
stability through wide open corners. There's more roll however and the Abingdon
machine feels a little more ready to oversteer, especially if you chicken-out halfway
'round, another function of that over-stiff rear suspension. The gearbox wasn't as
positive, the lever feeling rather sloppy in its gate, though the gears meshed easily
enough.
Quite why the Abingdon built V8 turned out to be a less able car than the
Costello home-grown special is difficult to understand, especially as MG had time to
develop the car and had B.L.'s huge resources behind them.

Automotive
(818) 246-7385

NEW & USED
PARTS FOR:

O.E. WIRING LOOMS FOR ALL
BRITISH CARS REBUILT SHOCK
ABSORBERS RACK & PINIONS
KING PIN ASSEMBLIES

MORRIS MINOR

MG JAGUAR

"THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND!"

1733 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201

COSTELLO V8 vs. FACTORY V8

MGB PARTS

.............................................................

Hood insulation pad set
B deluxe cut pile carpet set wlsnaps
B trunk carpet kit wlspare tire cover
GT deluxe cut pile carpet set wlsnaps
Seat kit
70-80 Complete interior panel set
Dash top cover
Convertible top
Body rubber kit
Weber carburetor conversion kit
Clutch kit, 3 pieces Borg and Beck
62-74 Head gasket set
Cylinder head. hare outright
Piston s e l with rings and pins
Stock cams (exchange)
Street performance cams (exchange)
72-80 Lifter set
Heavy duty (V-8) A-arm bushing set
Steering rack hoot kit, pair wlclamps

$ 32.00

..........................................$112.00
........................................ $54.00
.................................$139.00
........................................................................................ $199.00
.............................................$148.00
...........................................................................$ 38.00
........................................................................... $160.00
.........................................................................$199.00
.............................................. $299.00
............................................$ 89.00
.................................................................$ 18.00

...................................................$230.00
$148.00
...................................................
................................................................
$ 48.00

........................................$ 65.00
............................................................................
$ 28.00
........................................$ 12.50
.......................................$ 12.00

.Visa, MC, COD
-Daily UPS
.Prices good thru 4-30-93

*Call for other parts
*Fast friendly service

NORTHWEST
' -pARls
,,0 M
10915 S.W. Mth Ave., llept. 8C, Portland, O K 97219

503-245-3806
FAX 503-245-9617

1971 Costello V8, note 'eggbox'grille.

Black and Red
Add $3.50 for UPS
$5.00 for UPS 2nd Day Air
California Residents add 7.75%
Sales Tax.
Send SOU for Color Brochures.
Dealer and Club Inquiries Invited.

Factory V8 in Oklahoma! NAMCBR member Don Peery S car.

P.0. BOX 6 5 2
CALIMESA, CALIFORNIA 9 2 3 2 0

FAX (714) 795-7351
All Other Business (714) 795-5414

Editor's View - continued from page 3

BUSINESS CARD PACE

So by the time you read this, we will be preparing to depart on our way to
St.Louis, Ann Arbor, Keene, and even the MGC Convention in Virginia, before the
climax of the season at Grand Rapids. I look forward to meeting all of you sometime,
somewhere this year, and keep those letters, articles, and photos coming in to the
"Driver"office!
Go on! Do it in an MG!!
Marcham Rhoade

Moore MG's

Sales, Restorations 6 Parts

Mr. V8 - continued from page 17
V8 sales were always slow, possibly due to the fact that it didn't look much
different from the ordinary MGBGT, and the hefty price tag and the rather downbeat
press couldn't have helped matters. Like the rest of the MG range, the V8 suffered
the indignity of rubber bumpers in 1974, lessening its appeal even further. Production finally ceased in September 1976 after a run of only 2,591 MGB GT V8s.

I Wish I Had It Now - continued from page 20
TheV8 Register of the MG Car Club are a super bunch and still let me knowwho
has the car and where she is and one day...one day I will relive the exciting times my
V8 and I had together because when I do go home for good to England I will get
another. People will probably say, "look at that old fool in the MG, he should know
better at his age!" Well, I have known better, and I'm going to know it again before
I assume room temperature!
Marcham Rhoade

7817 Loisdale Road
Bidg. 814
Springfield, VA 22150
Dale E. Moore

(703) 550-0234

Connell's
MG Service
2302 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46218
(West side of Wilson's Auto Parts)

Phone: 3171545-6108

(512)626-3840

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE
JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
24027 CROSSLAND
Owners
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264
L

V8 #I214 in Luxembourg.
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M O R E BUSINESS C A R D S

BPECIALIZING

IR tics

0 and R Enterprises
IMPORTERS 6 RETAILERS OF FINE EUROPEAN
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105

.

SPARES

2013 NORTH 7lST STREET
WAUWATOSA WI 53213
414-774.~10

Jim Nobleh ~ , ~ r o w b d g e

JOE CURT0 INC.
GENUINE

ROSS W. WHITAKER

Specializing in S.U. Carburetors
and British Car Parts
Mail: 230-22 58th Ave.
Bayside, N.Y, 11364
Ship UPS: 193-12 69th Ave.
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365

BRITISH MOTORS, INC.

%I=

333 Stone Road
Villa Park, IL.60181

(718) 465-4829

SALES

BRITISH T'SHOPINC. ;;;;rE
MG, TRIUMPH, N R , JAGUAR
TOM &JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
OAKDALE, CT 06370
(203) 889-0178

(708) 279-MGMG

Rob Medynski

15 yrs.
Experience

MG
Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG'S from 1945 New & Used Parts Available
(20 1 )-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480

$35.00
per hr.

SELL-SEEK-SWAP!

The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE t o MGB Register members-please send ad with
membership number to P.O. Box MGB, Akin, IL 62805. Other ads by arrangement
with the Secretary. So that you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the
originating state is shown after each ad!

FOR SALE
1964 MGB Roadster-Red with wire wheels. Frame up restoration with new
interior, tonneau, all new chrome. Needs a new home! Offers over $4000.
(417)781-8110, MO
1968 MGB Roadster-Rebuilt engine, steel wheels, ready for paint. $1500. (410)893
1436, MD
1968 MGB Roadster-Rebuilt with new suspension, motor and bodywork, the car
only lacks a new interior and top. $5000 or will complete to suit buyer for
$7000. (602)998-1521, AZ
1970 MGELCherry red, excellent condition. New top, carpets, paint. Runs great,
plus 5 rebuilt chrome wire wheels. (913)268-4465, KS
1971 MG Midget-Yellow, factory hardtop, new top and tonneau cover. $2500 OBO,
(41 7)587-8665, MO
1971 MGB GT-Excellent solid body with new tube shocks. Rebuilt carbs, head and
front suspension. Mechanically reliable, daily driver. $2600. (602)277-2213, AZ
1971 MGB Roadster-Excellent runner with no rust or collision damage on good
body. Includes new top, carpet and upholstery. $2700. Also:
1972 MGB GT-for parts or restoration. $800 or $3200 for the pair. (704)697-9888, NC
1973 MGB GT-Tahiti blue, interior excellent, mechanically sound with Weber and
header. Needs body work. $1700 OBO. (313)656-6134, MI
1973 MGB GT-White with navy interior, recently rebuilt. $3000. (602)224-0111, AZ
1974l/z MGB GT--Chrome bumper model, good condition. $2500. (602)998-1521, AZ
1977 MGB-Blaze, rust free, new top, exhaust and brakes. 51K miles. $3200.
(313)2744453, MI
1980 MGB-Brooklands green, perfect car,29K original miles, new tires. Good top
and tonneau. (206)456-4370, WA

PARTS FOR SALE
MGB A/C unit with matching venting and control panel a s dealer installed.
Radiator '68'75 new, Grille '67-'74 new, Chrome valve cover, V.G.C. Air
cleaners w/seats and bolts, aftermarket fuel pump, black GT jump seat '70'72, floor mats '63267 intact. (310)514-2473, CA
MGB GT "Sebring" Kit-Contains 2 flared front fenders, 2 rear flared quarter
panels, rear valance filler,one MGC hood. All pieces are NEW and unused.
Build your own Sebring replica for $800.00. (703)687-5291, VA
1972 MGB Parts-Bonnet and mechanical parts. (313)979-4234, MI
Many Used MGB Parts-Call with wants. (313)562-2377, MI

WHERE TO 'B!
Forthcoming Events of Interest to MCB Drivers
Please check for u p t o date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events t o "MGB
Driver".Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number. Please
submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA
931 17.

FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT!!
JUNE 24-27th-1993 North American MGB Register National
Convention-MG '93, Sheraton Westport Inn, St. Louis, MO"See you in St Louisv?!!-Phone (314)428-1120
Major U.S. MG Events-1993
May 14/16th, Emerald Necklace MG "Octagasm '93", OH, (216)678-9394
May 20/23rd, Southeast Regional MG Festival, Clinton, SC, (803)833-1796
June 5th, Moss Motors MG Marque Day, Goleta, CA, (800)235-6954
June 4/5th, Heartland Regional MG Meet, Independence, MO, (816)358-7651
June 19th, 4th Annual Summer Rally, Hoosier MGB Club, (317)845-9211
June 20th, British Car Day, Sussex, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, (414)321-5466
June 23/28, GOF Mk56, Portland, ME, Write Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
June 24/27th, NAMGBR Convention, St. Louis, MO, (314)7252849
June 28/Jul2, GOF West, Lake Tahoe, NV,(916)67&5421
July 14/17, GT18 NAMGAR Convention, Niagara, Canada, (416)734-3475
July 15/18th, GOF Central, Ann Arbor, MI, (313) 662-9028
July 24/25th, Annual MG Jamboree, Homosassa, FL, (813)837-3111
Aug 3/5th, MGC Register Convention, Staunton, VA
Aug 20122, University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)245-2141
Sept 415th. Kansas City All British Meet, Kansas City, MO, (913)441-0958
Sept 23/25th, Moss Motors British Car Fall Festival, Solvang, CA, (800)235-6954
Sept 25th, MGs on the Rocks, Harford County, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 26th, lndy British Motor Day, Indianapolis, IN, (317) 831-1046
Sept 26th, Connecticut MG Club British Car Show, Bethlehem, CT, (203)354-9501
Sept 29/0ct 2, GOF Mk 57,Burlington, VT,Write Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
Oct 1/2nd, South Alabama British Car Day, Fairhope, AL, (205)928-5366
Major English Events-1993
May 22/23rd, MG Car Club Silverstone Festival
June 5/6th, MGOC Knebworth Meeting
June 6th, Octagon Car Club, Wings Run
July 17/18th, Surrey '93
August 8th, MG Car Club Beaulieu Meet
Sept 19th, Abingdon Meet

If you've just bought a
Reliant Scimitar GTEa b

n

this will ruinyour day
At 124 mph,thenew MG is practically
the fastest thingon fourwheels up to f 3000.
it doeso-60 in a brief8.25secondsand
reaches is legal cruisingspeed in 12seconds.
It has a lightalloy. 35 litreV8engine
whichgiies 137b.h.p.at SOOOr.p.m.,and
193 Ib.ft.oftorqueat 2900r.p.m.
.

The lightnessofthe engine,the uprated
suspensionand wide radial ply tyresgivethe
V8 outstandinghandlingcharacteristics.
It has Laycockoverdrive,brakeservo.
alloywheels.twineleariccoolingfans.tinted
windowshead restrains and MGpedigree.
All as standard.

The new 124 mph MGB GTV8
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